CCM Draft

Stephan Wenger, Umesh Chandra
Nokia
Magnus Westerlund, Bo Burmann
Ericsson
CCM draft version 03: Changes

- Topologies section rewritten
- TMMBR mechanism revised to accommodate large common SSRC spaces
  - “Owner” == Media receiver requesting the lowest bitrate
  - Every receiver can request lower bitrate (and becomes owner)
  - Only “owner” can relax bitrate restriction
  - When it does so, someone else can step in and become owner
- Update of section 4.2.2.1 (TMMBN) as per discussions between Harikishan Desineni and Magnus Westerlund
- Section 2.3.4 clarified as per email exchange between Colin Perkins and Magnus Westerlund
- Rename of Temporal/Spatial Acknowledgement to Temporal/Spatial Announcement so to clarify character of msg
Open Issues

- None technical any more?
- Draft is still individual contribution.
- We ask to work towards recharter of AVT to accommodate drafts towards RTCP signaling for conference control
- CCM draft should be ready for IETF LC easily by Nov.
- New draft draft-hdesineni-avt-avpf-ccm-pd-extn-00.txt
  - Builds on CCM
  - Proposes an extension to CCM – signal of packet delay (to facilitate receiver buffer mgmt)
Thanks